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Abstract
This work explores, for the first time, the calculation of HNO molar absorptivities
using methods that go beyond the double harmonic approximation. Accurate molar
absorptivities of HNO are essential for the kinetic interpretation of recent experiments
that studied tunneling-mediated chemistry of H + NO reactions at low temperatures.
This work will show that the double harmonic approximation for computing molar
absorptivities is not sufficient to obtain accurate molar absorptivities for HNO. Since the
only published molar absorptivities for HNO are computed using the double harmonic
approximation, they cannot be used to interpret the experimental data.
First, we compute the molar absorptivity values using the double harmonic
approximation with several combinations of basis sets and theories. With the double
harmonic approximation, we also calculate the vibrational frequency shifts with isotopic
substitutions of the individual atoms within the HNO molecule. After comparing double
harmonic results to experimental results, we consider extensions to this approximation.
By including anharmonic effects, we first consider electrical anharmonicity alone, and
then consider the combination of electrical and mechanical anharmonicity. With the
inclusion of both forms of anharmonicity, the molar absorptivity values change greatly
from the double harmonic molar absorptivity values. Lastly effects of mechanical
coupling are investigated. Results from this investigation encourage future work that

v

would include mechanical coupling, and also consider electrical coupling, in accurate
calculations of HNO molar absorptivities.
This work will show that large basis sets are required for the theoretical
calculation of the molar absorptivities of HNO, and that the double harmonic
approximation is unreliable for this molecule. In particular, the NH stretching mode is
very anharmonic. The computed isotopic shifts in the vibrational frequencies of HNO are
found to be very sensitive to the way in which electron-electron correlation is treated.
This indicates that very high level electron correlation models may be important for
accurate theoretical studies of HNO. Finally, the extension beyond the double harmonic
approximation and treatment with anharmonic effects are proven to be extremely
valuable in describing the true mechanical and electrical properties of HNO.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1

1.1 Importance of Nitrosyl Hydride
The nitrosyl hydride molecule, HNO, was first experimentally observed in 1958
(Dalby 1958). This molecule over the past century has been studied experimentally and
theoretically due to its involvement in several areas. The breakdown of stratospheric
ozone has been suggested to involve HNO as an intermediate (Patrick and Golden
1984). In 1977, HNO was first reported to be detected from interstellar emissions, which
was important to the astrochemical community as it confirmed the first detection of the
NO bond in interstellar molecules (Ulich, Hollis et al. 1977). HNO has also been
expected to have an application towards heart failure treatment (Miranda, Katori et al.
2005). Ongoing research of this molecule continues.
HNO molecules can be produced from reactions of hydrogen radicals with NO
molecules. As shown in Table 1.1.1 (Bozkaya, Turney et al. 2012), these reactants can
result in four possible products, which are 1HNO, 3HNO, 1NOH, and 3NOH. All of these
product formations are exothermic, so the resultant molecule formed is lower in energy
than that of the hydrogen radical and NO molecule from which they were produced. As
seen from this table, all of the products but 1HNO have a classical energy barrier that
must be overcome by the reactants before the products can be formed. To surpass this
barrier, the reactants must have enough kinetic energy, and this energy increases with
the temperature of the environment. The distribution of kinetic energies at a specific
temperature is described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
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Table 1.1.1. Listing of all four possible products from the reaction of a hydrogen
radical with a NO radical, and literature values of exothermicity from formation of
products and the activation energy for each product. (Bozkaya, Turney et al. 2012)
Product Exothermicity (kcal/mol) Activation Energy (kcal/mol)
1

47.48

None

3

29.03

3.38

1

5.25

2.63

3

21.3

12.37

HNO
HNO
NOH
NOH

3

1.2 Experimental Background
David Anderson from the University of Wyoming Department of Chemistry
studies low temperature reaction kinetics. Reactions between hydrogen atoms and
several co-reagents are being studied within a para-hydrogen matrix at extremely low
temperatures between 1 and 5 Kelvin. By studying the several hydrogen atom reactions
that occur with these co-reagents at such low temperatures, Anderson aims to gain an
understanding of the reaction rate and mechanism through which these reactions take
place. Spectroscopic analysis aids in understanding these reactions (Ruzi and
Anderson 2015).
Para-hydrogen molecules have a rotational state of j = 0 at ground state,
whereas the rotational state of ortho-hydrogen molecules is j = 1 at ground state. The
rotational quantum number, j, is determined from the nuclear spin. The antisymmetric
para nuclear spin state is composed of the two hydrogen atoms in the H2 molecule with
opposite spins, resulting in j of 0, 2, 4, and other even state numbers. The symmetric
ortho nuclear spin state is composed of the two hydrogen atoms in the H 2 molecule with
the same spins, resulting in j of 1, 3, and other odd state numbers. A para-hydrogen
molecule with j of 0 is the lowest in energy, and hence is the most stable hydrogen spin
state. Nuclear spin state conversions between ortho and para are forbidden except in
the presence of a substance that can act as a converter. Anderson utilizes matrix
isolation of para-hydrogen complexes at low temperatures.
Anderson has been studying the kinetics of low temperature reactions,
particularly at 1.8 and 4.3 K, of nitric oxide (NO) radical dopants in a predominately
4

para-hydrogen crystal matrix after a portion of the crystal is irradiated with ultraviolet
light. The NO radicals that were struck with this light then dissociate into N and O
atoms. Each of these atoms react with their neighboring hydrogen molecules to
produce, as one of the products, a hydrogen atom.
An ortho-para converter is used to insure 99.97% of the hydrogen gas molecules
are in the para-hydrogen state. The NO-doped solid para-hydrogen crystal is prepared
by codeposition of both NO and para-hydrogen gas onto a BaF2 substrate. Ultraviolet
light is passed through the doped crystal at a wavelength of 193 nm, producing the
nitrogen and oxygen atoms that then react with H2 molecules to produce hydrogen
atoms. The hydrogen atoms then diffuse through the crystal. Electron Spin Resonance
(ESR) spectroscopy studies have concluded that this hydrogen atom diffusion occurs in
solid para-hydrogen through reactive tunneling (Kumada, Sakakibara et al. 2002,
Kumada 2003). Quantum tunneling refers to reactions that occur by passing through a
potential energy barrier. This type of reaction neglects the requirement of having or
supplying enough energy to overcome the potential energy barrier. The hydrogen atom
diffusion through the para-hydrogen matrix involves an exchange reaction between the
para-hydrogen molecules and the hydrogen atoms.
H+H →H +H

The energy barrier between the reactants and products in the above reaction is ~10 kcal
mol-1 (Ruzi and Anderson 2015). At Anderson’s experimental temperature of 4.3 K,
integration of the tail of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution shows that less than 1
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hydrogen atom out of 10250 atoms will have 10 kcal mol-1 of kinetic energy (Benderskii,
Goldanskii et al. 1993), therefore the reaction must occur through tunneling.
Anderson studies the bimolecular reactions that occur with the hydrogen atoms
and the NO dopants. Completing these studies at low temperatures allows
immobilization of certain species, thus preventing reactions from taking place between
these species and others within the matrix, or reactions between the same species.
Once a hydrogen radical is in proximity to a NO dopant, a reaction occurs. As expected
from Table 1.1.1, HNO is a product. Although this reaction also takes place at the same
low temperatures, this reaction occurs without tunneling, as this is a barrierless
exothermic reaction.
H + NO → HNO

Surprisingly, the other product that is formed is 3NOH. Due to the high energetic
barrier to produce 3NOH and the low temperatures at which Anderson performs his
experiments, the production of 3NOH occurs through tunneling.
A fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer records spectra at the onset of
irradiation and at subsequent times for a period of up to 5 hours. The three peaks in the
1

HNO spectra represent the NH stretch, NO stretch, and molecular bend vibrations. The

FTIR peak intensities are shown to increase over time following photolysis, indicating a
growth in the amount of 1HNO and 3NOH produced since the initial production of the
nitrogen and oxygen atoms. If the peak intensities can be converted to concentrations,
then Anderson’s group can follow the growth rate of the 1HNO and 3NOH products
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during the experiment. An accurate growth rate is required for kinetic analysis of this
reaction.

1.3 Theoretical Background
Once the doped para-hydrogen crystal is irradiated, HNO production is initiated.
To calculate the kinetics of the HNO production, accurate absorption coefficients are
needed that represent the absorbance per unit concentration for this molecule. The
pattern of growth of HNO over time using previously calculated absorption coefficients
indicates a first-order reaction (Lee 1993). The exact concentration of HNO can be
calculated from any of the HNO FTIR peaks by considering the integrated absorption
coefficients (𝜀) and the absorbances (𝐴) of the peaks, where 𝐴 = log

𝐼 /𝐼 , where 𝐼 is

the light intensity initially striking the crystal and 𝐼 is the light intensity remaining after

passing through the crystal. 𝑉 has a set value of 23.16 cm3 mol-1 which represents the

molar volume of the solidified para-hydrogen at the temperature of liquid helium, and 𝑙 is

the path length the infrared light travels through the crystal.
[HNO] =

.

∫ log 𝐼 ⁄𝐼 𝑑𝑣̃
𝑉
𝜀𝑙

6

The only previously published integrated absorption coefficients available prior to
this work were reported in 1993 by T.J. Lee (Lee 1993), using a computational
approximation called the double harmonic approximation and using a comparatively
small basis set as to those easily available today. A basis set is a set of basis functions
to be used to model the electronic wave function of an atom. The specific basis set used
by Lee was the triple-zeta double polarized (TZ2P) basis set. The double harmonic
7

approximation treats potential energy functions as second-order polynomials to describe
each vibrational motion. Additionally, the double harmonic approximation also treats
dipole moment functions as first-order polynomials to describe each vibrational motion.
These simplifications greatly simplify the work required to obtain molar absorptivity
values.
When Anderson’s group uses these absorption coefficients, the resultant HNO
concentration determined from the NH stretch vibration differs from that calculated from
the molecular bend vibration by a factor of two. This means that the HNO
concentrations produced in Anderson’s experiments are still too uncertain to allow a
kinetic analysis of the reaction. This large disagreement of the HNO concentration
makes it essential to explore absorption coefficients computed with larger basis sets
and with calculations that are beyond the double harmonic approximation.

1.4 Overview of Work
The following chapters will detail our work to obtain more accurate absorption
coefficients than those currently available. All of this work was completed through ab
initio calculations and through code written in Maple. All of the calculations in this
dissertation were for singlet HNO.
In chapter 2 we will detail our work testing the double harmonic approximation,
which was completed through ab initio calculations with use of modern basis sets, as
well as with different levels of theories. Chapter 3 will include results of the double
harmonic approximation and analysis of these results. Harmonic frequencies were
8

obtained for the HNO molecule, along with harmonic frequencies following substitution
of different isotopes of the atoms within the molecule for analysis of the kinetic isotope
effect. Using these vibrational frequencies and further ab initio work, we obtained
harmonic potential energy functions and dipole moment functions to describe each
vibrational motion. This allowed us to compute the double harmonic molar absorptivity
of each vibrational motion. The measurement by which our values were determined
accurate was by comparison to experimental work by Anderson.
In chapter 4 we will detail our work for extending potential energy functions and
dipole moment functions beyond the double harmonic approximation to see the effects
of including anharmonicity to compute molar absorptivites. After this we will consider
including coupling between different vibrational motions to see the effect of more than
one vibrational mode influencing the molecule at one time.
Chapter 5 includes details of how to further extend this work. Lastly, a summary
of the importance of this work and the results of this work will be provided.

9

Chapter 2
Double Harmonic
Approximation

10

2.1 Introduction
Prior calculations of molar absorptivity for the vibrational motions of HNO have
treated the molecule using only the double harmonic approximation (Lee 1993). This
approximation is frequently used to avoid extra computational cost, but for certain
molecules the vibrational behavior requires an extension to the double harmonic
approximation to describe more accurately behaviors such as the potential energy
change and dipole moment change with each vibrational motion, which in turn has an
effect on the molar absorptivity. The double harmonic approximation assumes noncoupling of vibrational modes; that is that each vibration has an independent effect on
the molecule. The number of vibrational modes for a nonlinear molecule is (3N-6),
where N represents the total number of atoms within the molecule. For the nonlinear
HNO molecule there are a total of three vibrational modes, labeled q1, q2, q3, in order
of decreasing frequency. Each vibrational mode is described by the collective
displacements of the H, N, and O atoms. Three geometric parameters are affected by
these normal modes, which are the NH bond length, NO bond length, and the HNO
bond angle.
The potential energy function of the molecule is dependent on each of the normal
modes. In the double harmonic approximation, each potential energy function is
assumed to be symmetric and quadratic in the minimum vicinity of the potential energy.
The dipole moment function of the molecule is also dependent on each of the normal
modes, and in the double harmonic approximation each dipole moment function is
assumed to be a linear function of the normal mode coordinates. As will be discussed in
11

section 2.2, the molar absorptivity computed within the double harmonic approximation
requires components from accurate potential energy functions and dipole moment
functions. The calculations for the optimization of HNO, as well as for potential energies
and dipole moments of the HNO structures, will be completed through ab initio
molecular orbital theory calculations. The ab initio optimization adjusts the geometrical
parameters, such as bond lengths and bond angle, calculating the potential energy after
each adjustment, and repeats this process though several iterations until a minimal
energy is found.
2.1.1 Optimization
To compute the optimized geometry of HNO and the potential energy of this
optimal geometry, which corresponds to the minimal energy along the potential energy
curve, an optimized ab initio calculation was completed. Geometric optimization of HNO
is simplified by treating this 2-dimensional molecule in the (x, y) plane. Past work by
Bozkaya studied the energetics of HNO and its isomer, NOH, and the kinetics of the
HNO ↔ NOH isomerization (Bozkaya, Turney et al. 2012). Our work initialized the
placement of each atom in the HNO structure by using Bozkaya’s computed geometry,

although we used a different basis set than used by Bozkaya, and we converted this
geometry to coordinates of each of the H and O atoms while placing the N atom at the
origin and the NO bond along the x-axis. Optimization of this initial geometry yielded
optimal bond lengths, bond angle, and potential energy.

12

2.1.2 Basis Sets and Theory
In order to test the dependence of our optimization and the work that followed the
optimization on the basis set, two basis sets were used. Our work employed augmented
correlation-consistent polarized valence basis sets, specifically aug-cc-pVTZ and augcc-pVQZ. The basis set for each atom is made up of a number of Gaussian functions
and when implemented for each atom in our molecule, it provides a close approximation
to the molecular orbitals. Increasing from triple zeta to quadruple zeta raises the number
of basis functions significantly, and this large increase of basis functions results in a
considerable increase in computational cost. Augmentation of these basis sets adds
diffuse functions to more accurately describe the outer regions of the atoms, which is
necessary for the correct description of weak bonds, such as the NH bond in the HNO
molecule, as well as for correct calculations of certain properties such as dipole
moment.
Several computational theories were used in our calculations, specifically
Hartree-Fock (HF), second-order Møller-Plesset theory (MP2), and coupled-cluster
theories, including CCSD and CCSD(T). The Hartree-Fock theory treats the electrons of
an orbital in an average manner and neglects instantaneous interactions between
electrons in other orbitals known as electron-electron correlation. This neglect of
electron correlation enables the Hartree-Fock method to conserve computational cost,
and this method is correct to the first order of energies. Møller-Plesset includes an
approximate treatment of electron correlation using perturbation theory, and MP2 is
correct to the second order in the perturbation. Coupled-cluster models excitation of
13

electrons into virtual orbitals using the cluster operator, and includes increasing
amounts of electron correlation. CCSD treats single and double excitations, and
CCSD(T) includes, in addition, a non-iterative treatment of triple excitations, which
reduces computational cost significantly compared to the CCSDT method. The mean
absolute error of standard dipole moment calculations of relatively small molecules was
found to be 0.16 D with Hartree Fock, 0.048 D with MP2, 0.025 D with CCSD, and less
than 0.01 D with CCSD(T) (Bak, Gauss et al. 2000). A similar pattern is observed for the
mean absolute error of bond lengths and bond angles of relatively small molecules that
contain atoms from the second row of the period table (Coriani, Marchesan et al. 2005).

2.2 Molar Absorptivity and the Double Harmonic Approximation
The formula for calculating the molar absorptivity (𝐴) of a specific vibrational
mode considers both its vibrational frequency (𝑣) and the absorption intensity (

),

where and represent the initial and final vibrational levels, respectively (Cohen, et al.
2008).
𝐴=

.

𝑣

is a function of the transition dipole moment (𝑀 ). The transition dipole moment,
squared, is made up of a sum over the Cartesian components of the integral of the
dipole moment operator

, squared, over vibrational levels and .

𝜌

=

ℎ𝑐

8

𝜀

|𝑀 | =

.

8|𝑀 |
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|𝑀 | = ∑|⟨ |
𝜌

| ⟩|

𝜌

The double harmonic approximation assumes equal spacing between each energy level
and limits transitions to between the ground state,
level, = .

= , and the first excited energy

The dipole moment functions for each normal mode are polynomial functions of

the normal mode. These polynomial functions essentially form a Taylor expansion of the
dipole moment function for each Cartesian component.

𝜌

=

𝜌
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+
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One of the restrictions of the double harmonic approximation is that this Taylor
expansion is truncated at n=1. The transition dipole moment thereby becomes a
summation of integrals of linear dipole moment functions for each Cartesian component,
with and of 0 and 1, respectively.
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2.3 Mass-weighted Hessian Matrix and Dimensionless Normal Mode
Displacements
To find the harmonic frequencies of each normal mode, the Hessian matrix will
need to be formed and diagonalized. The individual entries for the Hessian matrix will
consist of second derivatives of the energies of the structure with respect to the
Cartesian coordinates of one or two atoms. We estimated these derivatives as
described below using a finite difference approach that required adjustments along the
Cartesian coordinates of each atom, and attempted to conserve computational cost by
considering adjustments along internal coordinates in place of Cartesian coordinates.
2.3.1 Cartesian Coordinates
The harmonic vibrational frequencies are found through diagonalization of a
mass-weighted Hessian matrix. The Hessian matrix (𝑫) is composed of second-order
partial derivatives of the molecular potential energy surface with respect to one or two
Cartesian coordinates of the atoms. For the HNO molecule, the Hessian matrix is a 9x9
square matrix. Laying the 2-dimensional HNO molecule along the xy-plane eliminates
the translational motion along the z-axis and rotational motions of both the x-axis and yaxis. Considering only terms with x and y components reduces the matrix size to 6x6.
The numbering 1-3 represent each of the three atoms in the HNO molecule.
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…
…

𝑫=

…

…

[

]

The Hessian matrix is converted into a mass-weighted Hessian matrix (𝑫′ ) with use of
the diagonal mass-weighting matrix (𝑴

/

).

𝑫′ = 𝑴−

/

𝑫𝑴−

/

Diagonalization of the mass-weighted matrix produces multiple eigenvalues ( ). Three
of these eigenvalues are essentially zero, which come from the translational motion
along the x-axis, the translational motion along the y-axis, and the rotational motion
around the z-axis. The three non-zero eigenvalues represent the vibrational motion for
each of the three normal modes. This follows the (3N-6) rule for number of vibrational
modes in a non-linear molecule, such as HNO. These eigenvalues can be converted to
vibrational frequency (ℏ ) by a direct relation to the eigenvalue.
=√

Also produced by the diagonalization of 𝑫′ are dimensionless normalized eigenvectors,

one for each normal mode. These eigenvectors are converted to Cartesian
displacement coordinates through a product of multiple matrices,
𝑴−

/

𝑸𝑾−
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Where 𝑸 is the matrix of the normalized eigenvectors, and 𝑾 is the diagonal matrix of
√

/ℏ.

The partial second derivatives of the Hessian matrix were approximated with the

finite central difference method. For the diagonal Hessian entries, the coordinate of
interest is adjusted from its optimized geometry by a small amount (ℎ), which represents
a “finite difference”, in both the positive and negative directions and the energies for
these new geometries are obtained and then inputted into the following formula to
calculate the partial second derivative with respect to one coordinate.
=

+ℎ −

ℎ

+

−ℎ

For the off-diagonal Hessian entries, a similar approach is used but considering
adjustments of two different coordinates by this finite difference.

=

(

+ℎ
)−
+ℎ

(

+ℎ
)−
−ℎ
ℎ

(

−ℎ
)+
+ℎ

(

−ℎ
)
−ℎ

This central difference method is exact for a purely quadratic energy surface.
Although the 6x6 Hessian matrix contains 36 entries, the upper triangle of the
matrix can be duplicated to make the lower triangle, which is a benefit of a symmetric
matrix, such as the Hessian matrix when computing for the HNO molecule. This can be
seen by noticing the finite difference formula is the same for 𝜕

𝜕 𝑈
𝜕

as for 𝜕

𝜕 𝑈
𝜕

.
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2.3.2 Internal Coordinates
The Hessian matrix entries of HNO consists of second derivatives of potential
energy with respect to the 21 unique combinations of the six x- and y-Cartesian
coordinates of individual atoms. To reduce computational cost, we computed the
Hessian matrix with each entry consisting of second derivatives of potential energy with
respect to the 6 combinations of the three internal coordinates. The three internal
coordinates that describe the geometry of the HNO molecule are HN bond length, NO
bond length, and the cosine of the bond angle. This essentially reduces our need of 72
ab initio calculations to 18 ab initio calculations for the Hessian matrix with this internal
coordinate method.

2.4 Isotopic Effect
The quantitative displacement of each atom for a normal mode is described by
the eigenvector of that normal mode. In experimental spectroscopy, when two
vibrational frequencies are nearly equal to each other, it is possible that there will be
strong coupling of the corresponding normal modes. Replacing one of the H, N, or O
atoms with the next largest isotopes of 2H,

15

N, or

18

O will shift certain vibrational

frequencies and could decouple the normal modes that previously had nearby
frequencies. 2H substitution will have the largest effect in vibrational frequency shifts
due to the large increase in reduced mass of the atoms involved in a vibration. Currently
Anderson et al is experimenting with the
distinction between the

14

N and

15

N isotope in HNO to determine the kinetic

15

N isotopomers. Performing isotopic substitution will
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aid in Anderson’s analysis of experimental spectroscopic data, as well as possibly
confirm our vibrational normal mode assignments.
Each electronic energy is independent of the atomic masses of each atom.
Therefore the isotopic effects yielding new harmonic frequencies, eigenvalues, and
eigenvectors for selected isotopes can be studied without requiring new energetic
calculations. Instead, the energetic calculations performed earlier for the Hessian matrix
were used, and the only adjustment was altering the isotopic masses in creating the
mass-weighted Hessian matrix (𝑫′ ) from the Hessian matrix.

2.5 Potential Energy Functions
The potential surface is important for the molar absorptivity calculations in
providing the energy levels, the frequency, and force constants along each normal
mode. The double harmonic approximation limits the potential energy as a function of
each normal mode coordinate q to be a second-order function.

2.6 Dipole Moment Vectors

=

𝑞=

+𝑐

𝑎

∗

The other crucial component to calculating the molar absorptivity for each normal
mode is the transition dipole moment which is comprised of dipole moment functions
along each Cartesian direction. To find the dipole functions, the molecule was stretched
and compressed along each normal mode. For each normal mode, the eigenvectors,
once converted to Cartesian displacement coordinates, describe the amount of
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displacement along each Cartesian coordinate that is attributed to the stretching or
compression of that normal mode.
The molecule is initially at the optimized geometry. For each normal mode
analysis, varying magnitudes of the normal mode are applied to the geometry by
multiplying the unitless normal mode displacement with the eigenvector associated with
a particular normal mode, and the initially optimized geometry is adjusted with this
amount. Ab initio calculations at this new geometry provide the potential energy as well
as dipole moment of this new configuration. This process is repeated along multiple
amounts of the normal mode, including fractions of the normal mode. The resulting
dipole moments are plotted against the normal mode.
With lower levels of theories in the ab initio calculations, such as MP2 and
CCSD, a command can be directly inserted into the input file to retrieve the dipole
moment of the new geometry in the output file. Higher levels of theory, like CCSD(T),
however, require a different approach for the dipole moment. The new geometry must
be placed in a uniform electric field oriented along the x- or y-axis, and these electric
fields influence the potential energy of the molecule. The strength of the electric field is
varied. The potential energy at each field strength is plotted against the strength of
electric field (EF), and the negative first derivative of the potential energy with respect to
the electric field at the field strength of zero gives the dipole moment vector of , where
=

.
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝜌 = − [

𝜌

]

=
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The dipole moments for a normal mode are then fit to a polynomial equation and
the coefficient leading the linear term is proportional to the first derivative of the dipole
moment with respect to the normal mode. This derivative is inserted into the double
harmonic approximation of the transition dipole moment, which then, along with the
harmonic frequency found previously from the Hessian matrix, gives the double
harmonic molar absorptivity value for that specific normal mode. Anderson’s
experimental results are not directly comparable to our molar absorptivity values, but
instead to a ratio of each pair of molar absorptivities. Hence, after having retrieved the
theoretical molar absorptivity for each normal mode, such a ratio was created and
compared to Anderson’s results.
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Chapter 3
Double Harmonic Results
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3.1 Optimization and Harmonic Frequencies
The normal modes and vibrational frequencies of the HNO molecule were
calculated through the double harmonic approximation and compared to those of T.J.
Lee. However, Lee’s data used a smaller basis set than the basis sets we considered
(Lee 1993). The results that will be shown in this chapter and the next chapter will
indicate that the double harmonic approximation breaks down for the HNO molecule.
The molecule was optimized using the aug-cc-pVTZ or aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets,
with either the Hartree Fock, MP2, CCSD, or CCSD(T) levels of theory. The bond
lengths and bond angle which yielded the minimal potential energy for each basis set
and theory combination are detailed in Table 3.1.1. One clear pattern from the
optimization results is that increasing the basis set with each theory results in a small
change in the bond lengths and bond angle to yield the optimal energy. As basis set is
increased, the decrease in optimal energy from Hartree-Fock to the electron-electron
correlation considering methods (MP2, CCSD, CCSD(T)) is greater than the differences
in energy between the electron correlation methods, which demonstrates the
importance of including electron correlation in the ab initio calculations. Within each
basis set, the minimal energy decreases when considering Hartree Fock to MP2 to
CCSD to CCSD(T), thus showing consistency across the theories.
After obtaining the optimal bond lengths and bond angle and placing the atoms
on a xy-plane, as described in Chapter 2, the x- and y- coordinates of each atom were
displaced by a small value of h = 0.01 Å. As expected, each adjustment of a coordinate
resulted in a new and higher energy than the energy for the optimized geometry. The
24

Table 3.1.1. HNO optimization results for each basis set and theory. Optimal
parameters listed are NH bond length (Å), NO bond length (Å), bond angle (in degrees),
and optimal energy (Hartrees).

Basis Set

Theory

RNH (Å)

RNO (Å)

bond angle (°)

Energy (Ha)

aug-cc-pVTZ

HF

1.03034

1.16610

109.38

-129.84295114

MP2

1.05068

1.22167

107.65

-130.28424878

CCSD

1.05173

1.20371

108.25

-130.28878822

CCSD(T)

1.05527

1.21518

107.98

-130.30975046

HF

1.02986

1.16468

109.40

-129.85158882

MP2

1.04924

1.21773

107.77

-130.31997667

CCSD

1.04979

1.19972

108.35

-130.32035738

CCSD(T)

1.05331

1.21104

108.10

-130.34262935

aug-cc-pVQZ
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central difference method used these energies to formulate an approximation for the
second derivatives of the potential energy of HNO with respect to the x- and ycoordinates of each atom. The diagonalization of the 6 x 6 Hessian matrix yielded six
eigenvalues, three of which were zero, specifically for the x-translational mode, ytranslational mode, and the z-rotational mode. The three non-zero eigenvalues were for
the three vibrational modes, which is consistent with the (3N-6) rule. The vibrational
eigenvalues were converted to the three harmonic vibrational frequencies. Table 3.1.2
shows the harmonic frequencies obtained from each basis set and computational
theory. The first labeled frequency, ω , is the highest in wavenumbers and the third
labeled frequency, ω , is the lowest, and this notation will be consistent throughout this
document.

Just as with the results of optimization, Table 3.1.2 shows that for the vibrational
frequencies there is more disagreement between levels of theory than between basis
sets. For both basis sets, as theory increases from Hartree Fock, which does not take
into account the electron-electron correlation, to MP2, all of the vibrations display a
distinctly large decrease of several hundred wavenumbers in harmonic frequency. This
large decrease in frequency from Hartree-Fock to MP2 resulted in more agreement to
experimental frequencies (Ruzi and Anderson 2015). This demonstrates the importance
of including electron correlation to correctly describe each vibrational behavior.
ω and ω exhibit an increase of just below 100 cm-1 as the theory changes from

MP2 to CCSD. The CCSD(T) frequency values for ω and ω are between the MP2 and

CCSD values. Similar to the lower vibrational frequencies, ω shows a decrease as
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Table 3.1.2. Harmonic frequency (cm-1) results for each normal mode using each
basis set and theory. These results are from Hessian entries of second derivatives
with respect to Cartesian coordinates of the atoms.

HF

𝛚

3307.3

𝛚

1934.9

1706.2

MP2

3031.1

1577.7

1475.8

CCSD

3003.6

1662.0

1582.7

CCSD(T)

2950.4

1593.4

1535.7

HF

3307.1

1939.0

1708.3

MP2

3037.9

1583.8

1490.2

CCSD

3018.7

1677.4

1586.8

CCSD(T)

2964.6

1602.1

1544.2

Basis Set

Theory

aug-cc-pVTZ

aug-cc-pVQZ

𝛚
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theory is adjusted from MP2 to CCSD, but with a smaller shift in wavenumbers of less
than 30 cm-1. Unlike with ω and ω , the frequency of ω continues to decrease when
coupled-cluster theory considers a perturbative treatment of triple excitations.

The eigenvectors that were calculated for each mode from the diagonalization of
the mass-weighted Hessian matrix described the displacement of each atom along the
x- and y-directions. To get a general depiction of which vibration was described by
which normal mode, multiples of each normal mode were applied by positive and
negative magnitudes and the resulting changes in the NH bond length, NO bond length,
and the HNO bond angle were noticed. The q1 mode almost entirely described the NH
bond length. The q2 and q3 modes, however, had a great influence on both the NO
bond length and the HNO bond angle.

3.2 Isotope Substitution Effect
The vibrational frequencies with isotopic substitution of

15

N with differing basis

sets and theories are listed in Table 3.2.1. All three vibrational modes were expected to
be affected by the

15

N substitution, as nitrogen is the central atom of the triatomic

molecule and has contribution to the NH stretch, NO stretch, and HNO bend. As
expected, Table 3.2.1 shows this trend. Although ω experiences an almost constant

decrease with the

15

N substitution, the other modes experience an inconsistent shift

depending on computational theory applied. At times ω experiences a larger decrease
while ω experiences a lower decrease, and at other times ω experiences a lower
decrease while ω experiences a larger decrease. Due to this inconsistent behavior of
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Table 3.2.1. Harmonic frequency (cm-1) results for each normal mode using each
basis set and theory for the HNO molecule with the

15

N isotopic substitution.

These results are from Hessian entries of second derivatives with respect to Cartesian
coordinates of the atoms. Values in parenthesis are the frequency shifts from the
1

H14N16O molecule using the same basis set and theory.

HF

𝛚

3300.2 (-7.1)

𝛚

1901.2 (-33.7)

1700.2 (-6.0)

MP2

3024.3 (-6.8)

1572.7 (-5.1)

1450.0 (-25.8)

CCSD

2997.0 (-6.6)

1640.2 (-21.8)

1570.5 (-12.1)

CCSD(T)

2943.9 (-6.5)

1584.4 (-9.0)

1512.5 (-23.1)

HF

3300.0 (-7.1)

1905.2 (-33.8)

1702.3 (-6.0)

MP2

3031.1 (-6.8)

1578.2 (-5.6)

1464.6 (-25.6)

CCSD

3012.1 (-6.5)

1653.7 (-23.8)

1576.3 (-10.6)

CCSD(T)

2958.1 (-6.5)

1589.9 (-12.2)

1523.8 (-20.3)

Basis Set

Theory

aug-cc-pVTZ

aug-cc-pVQZ

𝛚
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these shifts in frequency between ω and ω , it is may be beneficial to include a higher

level theory until consistency is found. After including a full treatment of triple
excitations, as in CCSDT, if frequencies are found to agree between CCSD(T) and
CCSDT, this can assure us that CCSD(T) level of theory is sufficient.
The vibrational frequencies with isotopic substitution of

18

O are listed in Table

3.2.2. As stated previously, the NH stretch was most largely attributed to arise from the
q1 mode, while q2 and q3 were both found to a great contribution to both the NO stretch
and the HNO bend. As the NO stretch and HNO bend both involve oxygen directly, the
18

O substitution was predicted to have the greatest influence on the q2 and q3 modes.

This expected behavior is shown in Table 3.2.2, however the magnitude of shifts are
inconsistent, as was noted earlier with the nitrogen substitution.
The resulting frequencies from the 2H substitution in the HNO molecule are
shown in Table 3.2.3. Hydrogen is major component in both the HN stretch and the
HNO bend. Since the HN stretch is most affected by the q1 mode, the vibrational
frequency of the q1 mode is expected to be largely altered by the 2H substitution. The
HNO bend, however, was shown to be largely affected by both the q2 and q3 modes.
As seen in Table 3.2.3, the highest frequency is now nearly 800 cm-1 lower than highest
frequency of the non-isotopically substituted molecule, and the lowest frequency is now
nearly 300-400 cm-1 lower than the lowest frequency of the non-isotopically substituted
molecule. It is not clear which of the q2 and q3 modes from the non-isotopically
substituted molecule resulted in the lowest frequency with the 2H substitution. If
identification of the modes is an interest in the future, the HNO molecule should be
30

Table 3.2.2. Harmonic frequency (cm-1) results for each normal mode using each
basis set and theory for the HNO molecule with the

18

O isotopic substitution.

These results are from Hessian entries of second derivatives with respect to Cartesian
coordinates of the atoms. Values in parenthesis are the frequency shifts from the
1

H14N16O molecule using the same basis set and theory.

HF

𝛚

3307.1 (-0.2)

𝛚

1883.2 (-51.7)

1701.4 (-4.8)

MP2

3030.9 (-0.2)

1563.2 (-14.5)

1445.7 (-30.0)

CCSD

3003.3 (-0.3)

1619.0 (-43)

1577.0 (-5.6)

CCSD(T)

2950.1 (-0.3)

1571.5 (-21.9)

1511.5 (-24.2)

HF

3306.9 (-0.2)

1887.2 (-51.8)

1703.4 (-4.8)

MP2

3037.7 (-0.2)

1568.0 (-15.8)

1461.0 (-29.2)

CCSD

3018.4 (-0.3)

1632.6 (-44.8)

1582.5 (-4.4)

CCSD(T)

2964.3 (-0.3)

1574.1 (-28)

1525.5 (-18.7)

Basis Set

Theory

aug-cc-pVTZ

aug-cc-pVQZ

𝛚
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Table 3.2.3. Harmonic frequency (cm-1) results for each normal mode using each
basis set and theory for the HNO molecule with the 2H isotopic substitution.
These results are from Hessian entries of second derivatives with respect to Cartesian
coordinates of the atoms. Values in parenthesis are the frequency shifts from the
1

H14N16O molecule using the same basis set and theory.

HF

𝛚

2416.8 (-890.5)

𝛚

1934.2 (-0.7)

1289.9 (-416.2)

MP2

2217.4 (-813.7)

1498.4 (-79.4)

1169.7 (-306.1)

CCSD

2196.4 (-807.2)

1653.5 (-8.5)

1198.7 (-394.0)

CCSD(T)

2158.1 (-792.3)

1563.1 (-30.3)

1178.4 (-357.3)

HF

2416.6 (-890.5)

1938.3 (-0.6)

1291.6 (-416.7)

MP2

2222.3 (-815.6)

1514.4 (-69.4)

1173.4 (-316.8)

CCSD

2207.1 (-811.6)

1670.7 (-6.8)

1201.4 (-385.4)

CCSD(T)

2168.4 (-796.3)

1580.3 (-21.8)

1179.4 (-364.8)

Basis Set

Theory

aug-cc-pVTZ

aug-cc-pVQZ

𝛚
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studied with several small incremental hydrogen mass changes until reaching the 2H
mass. Then, the observation of the smaller frequency shifts with each mass adjustment
will help understand the frequency behavior each mode experiences.

3.3 Internal Coordinates
Changing the entries of the Hessian matrix from second derivatives of the
potential energy with respect to two Cartesian coordinates to matrix entries expressed
in terms of derivatives with respect to the internal coordinates reduces the
computational time substantially, as there are far more deviations to consider when
considering the six Cartesian coordinates than when considering only three internal
coordinates. The three internal coordinates were the NH bond length, NO bond length,
and cosine of the molecular angle. Table 3.3.1 lists the frequencies of the HNO
molecule and the frequencies of the molecule’s isotopic substitutions. The largest
disagreement from the Hessian resultant frequencies calculated using internal
coordinates compared to using Cartesian coordinates is less than 3.0 cm-1. This
indicates a good agreement of frequencies between internal and Cartesian coordinates,
as much larger differences in frequencies were noticed earlier when studying the effect
of basis sets and computational theories with Cartesian coordinates alone. The
agreement of frequencies from using internal coordinates compared to using Cartesian
coordinates for the Hessian calculation, along with the benefit of four times reduction of
computational cost, motivates us to consider future work with the Hessian matrix to be
from computations of geometries adjusted along internal coordinates in place of
Cartesian coordinates.
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Table 3.3.1. Harmonic frequency (cm-1) results for each normal mode considering
internal coordinates, using aug-cc-pVQZ and CCSD(T) for the HNO molecule
without isotopic substitution, and for the molecule with the
substitution, with the

15

N isotopic substitution, and with the

2

H isotopic

18

O isotopic

substitution. These results are from Hessian entries of second derivatives with respect
to internal coordinates of the atoms. Values in parenthesis are the frequency shifts from
the same isotopes using aug-cc-pVQZ and CCSD(T) with considering Cartesian
coordinates.

1

𝛚

2963.0 (-1.6)

𝛚

1600.2 (-1.9)

1542.2 (-2.0)

2

2167.4 (-1.0)

1579.7 (-0.6)

1176.7 (-2.7)

1

2956.5 (-1.6)

1587.6 (-2.3)

1522.4 (-1.4)

1

2962.8 (-1.6)

1571.2 (-2.9)

1524.5 (-1.0)

H14N16O
H14N16O
H15N16O
H14N18O

𝛚
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3.4 Double Harmonic Potential Energy Functions
It is assumed in the double harmonic approximation that potential energies that
are functions of normal modes can be sufficiently described by a quadratic function. The
coefficient leading the normal mode is the harmonic force constant. Manipulation of the
harmonic frequency that was retrieved from diagonalization of the Hessian matrix yields
the harmonic force constant. The optimal energy and force constant of each normal
mode would create the quadratic potential energy function of each normal mode.
Figures 3.4.1, 3.4.2, and 3.4.3 show data points for ab initio potential energies
resulting from the geometrical changes from the HNO optimal geometry by normal
modes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. As described above, to model the double harmonic
potential energy certain parameters are already set, specifically the optimal energy and
the harmonic force constant. For each figure, the line in red is a best fit sixth-power
polynomial function that best describes the trend set by the collection of the individual
potential energies. To see the quantitative influence of the higher polynomials in
describing the trend of the collective potential energies, the sixth-power potential energy
expression is given in each figure.
Figure 3.4.1 shows the potential energy behavior for the q1 mode, and this
mode, as described earlier, predominately describes the HN bond vibration. By visual
inspection alone it can be seen that the behavior of the energies would not be explained
well by a symmetric quadratic function. This indicates that the next several orders
beyond the second order are important to accurately describe the potential energy
function.
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Figure 3.4.1. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio potential energies vs. q1 mode for
the q1 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The sixth order
polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic potential energy function.
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Figure 3.4.2. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio potential energies vs. q2 mode for
the q2 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The sixth order
polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic potential energy function.
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Figure 3.4.3. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio potential energies vs. q3 mode for
the q3 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The sixth order
polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic potential energy function.
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The quantitative contributions of higher orders are not as significant in the
potential energy functions which describe the q2 and q3 modes, given in Figures 3.4.2
and 3.4.3, respectively. However it is apparent from a visual inspection of both of the
potential energy behaviors relative to their normal modes that terms beyond the second
order are necessary to correctly describe the functions.

3.5 Double Harmonic Dipole Moment Functions
The transition dipole moment is made up x- and y-components of the dipole
moment functions of normal modes. The double harmonic approximation assumes a
linear function to adequately describe the behavior of these dipole moments.
The x-component of the dipole moments with geometrical changes of q1, q2, and
q3 modes are displayed in Figures 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3, respectively. The red line is a
fifth-power function best fit to the ab initio data of the x-component dipole moments. It is
both visually and quantitatively clear that the x-component dipole moments for the q1
and q3 modes, especially, have a great contribution from the higher powers.
The y-component of the dipole moments with geometrical changes of q1, q2, and
q3 modes, displayed in Figures 3.5.4, 3.5.5, and 3.5.6, respectively, give a similar trend
as that described for the x-component dipole moment, except the y-component dipole
moment for q2 shows an especially stronger non-linear behavior than for the xcomponent dipole moment for q2.
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Figure 3.5.1. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio x-component of dipole moment vs.
q1 mode for the q1 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The
fifth order polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic dipole moment function.
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Figure 3.5.2. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio x-component of dipole moment vs.
q2 mode for the q2 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The
fifth order polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic dipole moment function.
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Figure 3.5.3. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio x-component of dipole moment vs.
q3 mode for the q3 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The
fifth order polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic dipole moment function.
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Figure 3.5.4. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio y-component of dipole moment vs.
q1 mode for the q1 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The
fifth order polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic dipole moment function.
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Figure 3.5.5. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio y-component of dipole moment vs.
q2 mode for the q2 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The
fifth order polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic dipole moment function.
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Figure 3.5.6. Aug-cc-pVQZ, CCSD(T) ab initio y-component of dipole moment vs.
q3 mode for the q3 mode resultant from internal coordinate Hessian matrix. The
fifth order polynomial fit is an expansion to the double harmonic dipole moment function.
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Chapter 4
Anharmonicity and Coupling
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4.1 Introduction
The potential energy and dipole moment behaviors of each normal mode were
graphically shown in Chapter 3 to not be described sufficiently well by the double
harmonic approximation. This chapter explores expanding the potential energy function
beyond a quadratic function and the dipole moment function beyond a linear function,
and including these expanded functions in the determination of the transition dipole
moment. The inclusion of these expanded functions is known as considering effects of
both mechanical and electrical anharmonicity. Mechanical anharmonicity is the potential
energy anharmonicity, and electrical anharmonicity is the dipole moment anharmonicity.
This chapter will also look into coupling of normal modes.
4.1.1 Complete Potential Energy
The true potential energy of the HNO molecule is a system of contributions from
all three vibrational normal modes. The double harmonic approximation has a very
simple potential energy equation. Below, 𝑉

𝑡

represents the minimal energy found at

the optimal geometry, where q1 = q2 = q3 = 0.
𝑉

𝐴

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞

=𝑉

𝑡

+

ℏ

𝑞

+

ℏ

𝑞

+

ℏ

𝑞

The harmonic frequencies were found from diagonalizing the Hessian matrix. The
computational cost to formulate this equation is near equivalent to the sum of the cost of
individual ab initio calculations required to formulate the Hessian matrix. As mentioned
earlier, computing the Hessian matrix with internal coordinates reduces the
computational cost by 75% when compared to Cartesian coordinates. The Cartesian
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coordinates require 72 ab initio calculations, whereas using internal coordinates
requires only 18 ab initio calculations.
The full potential energy, however, is composed of terms higher than quadratic
for each individual mode. Including mechanical anharmonic contributions from each
normal mode extends the potential energy equation to include individual mode
contributions beyond the second power.
𝑉

𝐴+𝐴

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞

𝐴𝑅

=𝑉

𝐴

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞 +

𝑞

+

𝑞

+

𝑞

+

𝑞

+⋯

Here, the coefficients leading the individual normal modes represent the powers to
which the normal mode was applied. For example, k 111 represents the coefficient
leading the q1 mode to the third power.
The full potential energy equation also includes an additional important concept
that is ignored in the double harmonic approximation, which is the coupling between
normal modes. The mechanical coupling of two or more modes will affect the potential
energy of the molecule, with differing effects that depend on the modes that are
coupled. Generally, modes are more likely to couple the closer the vibrational
frequencies of the modes are to one another.
𝑉

𝐴+𝐴

𝐴𝑅 +

𝑈

=𝑉
+

𝐴+𝐴

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞
𝐴𝑅

𝑞 𝑞 +

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞

𝑞 𝑞

+

+

𝑞 𝑞 +
𝑞 𝑞

𝑞 𝑞

+⋯

+

𝑞 𝑞 +

𝑞 𝑞
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4.1.2 Complete Dipole Moment
The dipole function for each Cartesian component, 𝜌, assumed by the double harmonic
approximation is limited to a first power.
𝜇

𝐴,𝜌

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞

=𝜇

𝑡

+

𝑞 +

𝑞 +

𝑞

Moving beyond this approximation and including electrical anharmonicity leads to the
individual normal modes contributing higher powers to the dipole function.
𝜇

𝐴+𝐴

𝐴𝑅 ,𝜌

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞

=𝜇

𝐴,𝜌

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞

+

𝑞

+

𝑞

+

𝑞

+

𝑞

+⋯

And finally, including electrical coupling between the normal modes gives the full dipole
function for each Cartesian component, 𝜌.
𝜇

𝐴+𝐴

𝐴𝑅 +

𝑈

=𝜇

,𝜌

𝐴+𝐴

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞
𝐴𝑅 ,𝜌

4.2 Anharmonicity

𝑞 𝑞 𝑞

The anharmonic wavefunction (

+

𝑎 ℎ𝑎

𝑞 𝑞 +

𝑞 𝑞 +

𝑞 𝑞 +

𝑞 𝑞 +⋯

) for each vibrational level consists of a

linear combination of harmonic oscillator wavefunctions (𝜙ℎ𝑎

) at vibrational states v=0

through v=n. Due to Anderson’s kinetic infrared studies specializing specifically in the i =
0 to j = 1 transitions, we only considered the anharmonic wavefunctions for the v=0 and
v=1 vibrational states.
𝑎 ℎ𝑎

,𝑣=

𝑎 ℎ𝑎

,𝑣=

𝑞 =

𝑞 =

𝜙ℎ𝑎

𝜙ℎ𝑎

,𝜈=
,𝜈=

𝑞 +

𝑞 +

𝜙ℎ𝑎

𝜙ℎ𝑎

,𝜈=
,𝜈=

𝑞 +⋯+

𝑞 + ⋯+

𝜙ℎ𝑎

𝜙ℎ𝑎

,𝜈=
,𝜈=

𝑞

𝑞
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The b coefficients represent the contributions of each harmonic oscillator
vibrational level function needed for defining the anharmonic wavefunction at v=0, and
the c coefficients represent the same but for defining the anharmonic wavefunction at
v=1. The sum of the coefficients squared is equal to one, and the value of each
coefficient squared represents the weighted contribution from each harmonic
wavefunction towards the anharmonic wavefunction.
For the following anharmonic work, we used expanded potential energy functions
to the sixth power. Lower polynomial expansions were also tested but each next higher
expansion resulted in a more accurate fit to the ab initio results. The sixth order
functions’ mean absolute deviation values were 9.8x10 -4 Ha for q1, 9.0x10-6 Ha for q2,
and 2.7x10-5 Ha for q3. As with the harmonic potential energy functions in Chapters 2
and 3, the optimal energy and Hessian-derived harmonic frequency converted to the
second order force constant were used to make up the harmonic portion of the potential
energy function of each mode. The expanded dipole moment functions we used were to
the fifth power. As mentioned previously, we considered harmonic wavefunctions of the
ground vibrational state and up to and including the third harmonic vibrational state.
4.2.1 Electrical Anharmonicity
We first considered contributions from electrical anharmonicity alone. Since
mechanical anharmonicity was not yet considered, only the harmonic wavefunction at
the vibrational state of the anharmonic wavefunction will contribute to the anharmonic
wavefunction. That is for
for

𝑎 ℎ𝑎

,𝑣=

𝑎 ℎ𝑎

𝑞 , only 𝜙ℎ𝑎

,𝜈=

,𝑣=

𝑞 , only 𝜙ℎ𝑎

,𝜈=

𝑞 will contribute, and similarly

𝑞 will contribute. Therefore

and

will have full
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weight

on

the

𝑎 ℎ𝑎

𝑞

,𝑣=

and

𝑎 ℎ𝑎

,𝑣=

𝑞

anharmonic

wavefunctions,

respectively. Since the potential is still harmonic, a harmonic Hamiltonian is computed.
With considering electrical anharmonicity, the dipole moment function can be
treated as a Taylor expansion.
𝜇𝜌 𝑞 = 𝜇𝜌 𝑞

=

+

𝜇𝜌 𝑞
𝑞

𝑞
!

=

+

𝑞

!

𝜇𝜌 𝑞
𝑞

=

+⋯+

𝑞

𝜇𝜌 𝑞
𝑞

!

=

Now the transition dipole moment becomes more intricate than earlier with the double
harmonic approximation. Assuming that we allow both the x and y dipole moment
functions to include up to nth order contributions, and considering harmonic
contributions up to the vibrational state of 3, the transition moment squared becomes
the following.

|𝑀 | = ∑ ||∑ ∑
𝜌

=

=

The integrals up to

∗
|𝑞 |

∗ (𝜇𝜌 )
[

=

| +

(

𝜇𝜌
)
𝑞
!

=

|𝑞| + ⋯ +

(

𝜇𝜌
)
𝑞
!

=

|𝑞 |

]

|
|

were simplified by defining the 𝑞 operator using ladder

operators. Using raising and lowering operators resulted in each integral becoming a
constant multiplied by a much simpler integral of the form
some additive of j.

|

where m represented
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|𝑀 | = ∑ ||∑ ∑
𝜌

=

=

∗ (𝜇𝜌 )
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∗
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| +

(

𝜇𝜌
)
𝑞
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=

∗

|

+ ⋯+

(

𝜇𝜌
)
𝑞
!

=

∗

′

|

′

]

|
|

Since these harmonic wavefunctions are orthonormal to each other, the integrals result
in a value of 1 or 0 using Kronecker delta. The molar absorptivities of each normal
mode were calculated using this transition dipole moment, along with the harmonic
frequency.
4.2.2 Electrical and Mechanical Anharmonicity
Next

we

included

both

electrical

and

mechanical

anharmonicity.

The

combinations of the harmonic components of the Hamiltonian matrix with the
anharmonic components gave us the anharmonic vibrational state eigenvalues and the
corresponding eigenvector. The eigenvector corresponding to the lowest energy
eigenvalue gave us the contribution of each harmonic wavefunction for the ground state
v=0 anharmonic wavefunction. Similarly, the eigenvector corresponding to the second
lowest eigenvalue gave us the contribution of each harmonic wavefunction for the v=1
anharmonic wavefunction. As described earlier, the linear combination of these
coefficients multiplied by the corresponding harmonic wavefunction gave us the
anharmonic wavefunction for the particular vibrational level.
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Table 4.2.1 lists the resultant b and c eigenvectors for each normal mode when
considering contributions from the ground vibrational state (v=0) up to and including the
third excited vibrational state of v=3. As seen for each mode, the anharmonic
wavefunction for the ground vibrational state has the largest coefficient coming from the
v=0 harmonic vibrational state, which indicates the v=0 harmonic wavefunction has the
most contribution to the ground state anharmonic wavefunction. There is a considerable
contribution from each of the excited harmonic wavefunctions as well, with the largest of
these from the v=1 harmonic wavefunction. The highest contribution from the v=1
harmonic wavefunction towards the anharmonic ground state wavefunction comes from
the q1 mode.
The anharmonic wavefunction for the first excited vibrational state is mostly
made up of the v=1 vibrational state harmonic wavefunction. The largest contribution
from other harmonic wavefunctions comes from the q1 mode. The largest anharmonic
effects for both v=0 and v=1 anharmonic wavefunctions come from the q1 normal mode.
Table 4.2.2 shows the bi*cj multiplied by the corresponding integral that contributes to
|Mji|2. As expected b0*c1 has the largest contribution towards the transition moment for
the anharmonic wavefunctions, but several anharmonic transitions given by other bi*cj
combinations make large contributions of approximately 10% that of b 0*c1.
See Appendix 1 for the Maple code that calculated the eigenvectors for the v=0
and v=1 anharmonic wavefunction, and Appendix 2 for the Maple code that used the
calculated eigenvectors and the calculated v=0 to v=1 anharmonic vibrational frequency
to calculate the square of the transition dipole function.
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Table 4.2.1. This table lists, for each mode, the contributions from each harmonic
wavefuction in the linear combination of harmonic wavefunctions to form the
anharmonic wavefunctions. The harmonic frequencies required for these calculations
came from the internal coordinate Hessian matrix. Ab initio results came from aug-ccpVQZ and CCSD(T).

Anharmonic vibrational

Harmonic vibrational

state

state

q1

q2

q3

0

0

0.9913

0.9988

0.9999

1

0.1264

0.0470

-0.0158

2

0.0147

0.0026

0.0001

3

0.0335

0.0127

-0.0042

Anharmonic vibrational

Harmonic vibrational

state

state

q1

q2

q3

1

0

-0.1255

-0.0471

0.0158

1

0.9323

0.9902

0.9989

2

0.3355

0.1313

-0.0443

3

0.0492

0.0090

0.0007
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Table 4.2.2. This table lists, for the q1 mode, the integral of the anharmonic
wavefunctions with the x- and y-components of the dipole moment operator,
multiplied by the products of bi and cj. The harmonic frequencies required for these
calculations came from the internal coordinate Hessian matrix. Ab initio results came
from aug-cc-pVQZ and CCSD(T).

bi
0

1

2

3

-6.10E-04

-4.21E-04

-1.26E-05

1.14E-06

x

8.61E-04

6.17E-04

1.78E-05

-3.00E-07

y

2.46E-02

1.71E-03

5.10E-04

3.60E-04

x

-3.59E-02

-2.41E-03

-7.54E-04

-5.06E-04

y

2.27E-03

1.57E-03

1.18E-04

5.04E-04

x

-3.19E-03

-2.33E-03

-1.66E-04

-7.53E-04

y

-1.33E-05

7.17E-05

3.25E-05

5.41E-05

x

3.48E-06

-1.01E-04

-4.86E-05

-7.60E-05

y

0

1
cj
2

3
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To test the maximum vibrational state for the linear combinations of harmonic
wavefunctions, we varied the maximum vibrational state for each mode. The v=0 to v=1
anharmonic vibrational frequencies are listed in Table 4.2.3. Modes q2 and q3 were
shown to converge using a maximum vibrational state of 5. Mode q1 was still changing
at this vibrational state. We continued increased the maximum vibrational state for q1
until reaching maximum of v=9, by which point the frequency had changed from the v=8
by only 0.32 cm-1. For all of the normal modes, the anharmonic v=0 to v=1 frequencies
with the above maximum vibrational states are lower than the harmonic frequencies, as
shown in Table 4.2.4. The biggest shift in frequency is from q1 with a decrease of 176.5
cm-1, whereas the smallest decrease of less than 1 cm-1 is from the q3 mode.
Our calculated molar absorptivities, considering double harmonic approximation
and differing amounts of anharmonicities, are given in Table 4.2.5. This table also
includes, for comparison, the molar absorptivities of Lee which considered the double
harmonic approximation with the TZ2P basis set (Lee 1993). Our double harmonic
molar absorptivities differ greatly from Lee’s double harmonic values, which must be
mostly due to the difference in basis sets. This large difference shows the importance of
performing calculations with our much larger aug-cc-pVQZ basis set compared to Lee’s
TZ2P basis set. Considering the electrical anharmonicity alone gives only a slightly
different molar absorptivity than with our use of the double harmonic approximation, as
the difference in molar absorptivity values are only around ±1 km/mol. The molar
absorptivity from considering both mechanical and electrical anharmonicity resulted in
the largest difference for q1 and q2 modes compared to our double harmonic
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Table 4.2.3. Anharmonic frequency (cm-1) of each mode, considering mechanical
and electrical anharmonicity with different amounts of maximum vibrational
states for the harmonic wavefunctions. Ab initio results came from aug-cc-pVQZ and
CCSD(T).

1

ν1

3253.28

ν2

1616.91

1544.78

2

2861.98

1588.99

1541.75

3

2857.90

1589.51

1541.83

4

2814.82

1586.36

1541.52

5

2793.66

1586.14

1541.51

6

2790.60

7

2788.15

8

2786.86

9

2786.54

Maximum v

ν3
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Table 4.2.4. Anharmonic frequency (cm-1) of each mode, considering mechanical
and electrical anharmonicity. Values in parenthesis is the difference of the
anharmonic frequency from the harmonic frequency for the v=0 to v=1 transition.
Experimental frequencies are listed for comparison. The harmonic frequencies required
for these calculations came from the internal coordinate Hessian matrix. Ab initio results
came from aug-cc-pVQZ and CCSD(T).
q1

q2

q3

Mechanical and Electrical Anharmonicity
(q1: vmax=9; q2,q3: vmax=5)

2786.5

1586.1

1541.5

∆ from Harmonic Potential

(-176.5)

(-14.1)

(-0.7)

Experiment (Ruzi and Anderson 2015)

2694.5

1563.3

1500.9

Experiment (Johns, McKellar et al. 1983)

2684.0

1565.4

1500.8

Experiment (Jacox and Milligan 1973)

2717.0

1563.5

1505.0
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Table 4.2.5. Molar Absorptivity (km/mol) of each mode. The anharmonic calculations
specify maximum vibrational state of harmonic wavefunctions that were considered.
q1

q2

q3

126

43

17

Double Harmonic

107.46

59.69

4.32

Electrical Anharmonicity (q1,q2,q3: vmax=3)

106.39

60.54

5.02

Mechanical & Electrical Anharmonicity (q1,q2,q3:
vmax=3)

136.39

58.54

4.73

Mechanical & Electrical Anharmonicity (q1: vmax=9;
q2,q3: vmax=5)

137.69

58.44

4.73

Lee
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calculations. This large change in molar absorptivity values demonstrates the
importance of including anharmonic effects for the vibrational analysis of the HNO
molecule. Including larger harmonic vibrational states had a small but still important
impact on all three modes, where the most impacted mode was mode 1.
Anderson measures the ratios of the integrated intensities of the observed
vibrational infrared peaks, which are equal to the ratio of the vibrational molar
absorptivities. Table 4.2.6 lists theoretical ratios from the molar absorptivities of mode 2
to mode 1 and of mode 3 to mode 1 from the molar absorptivities listed in Table 4.2.5,
and also lists Anderson’s experimental ratios for comparison (Anderson 2014). Our
work has resulted in ratios much closer to Anderson’s experimental work. Our
anharmonic molar absorptivity ratios still are in need of improvement, which highlights
the importance to consider coupling of normal modes.

4.3 Coupling
This chapter so far has discussed and explored the effects on frequency,
eigenvectors, potential energy functions and dipole moment functions, and molar
absorptivities with inclusion of anharmonic effects. The last topic we will briefly consider
is the coupling of two or more normal modes. We explored the coupling between two
modes. Figures 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3 show contour plots consisting of MP2, aug-ccpVTZ potential energies of q1 with q2 coupling, q1 with q3 coupling, and q2 with q3
coupling, respectively. For this analysis only mechanical coupling was considered, and
in the future electrical coupling will also need to be investigated for the HNO molecule.
For each point on the potential energy graphs, the optimal HNO geometry was altered
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Table 4.2.6. Molar absorptivity ratios, which are equal to the relative integrated
intensities from an infrared spectrum.
v2/v1

v3/v1

Lee

0.341

0.134

Double Harmonic

0.555

0.040

Electrical Anharmonicity (q1,q2,q3: vmax=3)

0.569

0.047

Mechanical & Electrical Anharmonicity (q1,q2,q3: vmax=3)

0.429

0.035

vmax=5)

0.424

0.034

Anderson - Experimental

0.694

0.018

Mechanical & Electrical Anharmonicity (q1: vmax=9; q2,q3:
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Figure 4.3.1. Potential energies contour plot of q1 vs. q2. Left graph: Full potential
energy curve from the contributions of q1 and q2. Each line is 0.003 Ha apart. The
higher red character of a line indicates a lower energy, and the higher blue character of
a line indicates a higher energy. Spacing between lines is 0.003 Ha. Right graph:
Coupling contributions alone to the potential energy. The higher red character of a line
indicates a lowering of the energy, and the higher blue character indicates a raising of
the energy. Spacing between lines is 0.0003 Ha. Energies are resultant from ab initio
calculations with aug-cc-pVTZ, MP2.
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Figure 4.3.2. Potential energies contour plot of q1 vs. q3. Left graph: Full potential
energy curve from the contributions of q1 and q3. Each line is 0.003 Ha apart. The
higher red character of a line indicates a lower energy, and the higher blue character of
a line indicates a higher energy. Spacing between lines is 0.003 Ha. Right graph:
Coupling contributions alone to the potential energy. The higher red character of a line
indicates a lowering of the energy, and the higher blue character indicates a raising of
the energy. Spacing between lines is 0.0003 Ha. Energies are resultant from ab initio
calculations with aug-cc-pVTZ, MP2.
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Figure 4.3.3. Potential energies contour plot of q2 vs. q3. Left graph: Full potential
energy curve from the contributions of q2 and q3. Each line is 0.003 Ha apart. The
higher red character of a line indicates a lower energy, and the higher blue character of
a line indicates a higher energy. Spacing between lines is 0.003 Ha. Right graph:
Coupling contributions alone to the potential energy. The higher red character of a line
indicates a lowering of the energy, and the higher blue character indicates a raising of
the energy. Spacing between lines is 0.0003 Ha. Energies are resultant from ab initio
calculations with aug-cc-pVTZ, MP2.
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by displacements along both normal modes before computing the potential energy of
the new geometry.
The left graph in each of these figures show the behavior of the true potential
energy, which has contributions from the harmonic quadratic force constant, the
anharmonic effects, and possible coupling effects. These figures considered up to the
fourth power of anharmonic and coupling contributions. The graph on the right subtracts
the harmonic and anharmonic contributions, and any remaining effects to the potential
energy are from the coupling contributions. The higher red character of a line indicates
the coupling contributes a lowering of the potential energy, and the higher blue
character of a line indicates the coupling contributes a raising of the energy. It is clear
from these graphs that coupling is occurring from each combination of two normal
modes. Future work can include a similar analysis to study the coupling between all
three normal modes. Future work can also study the coupling at higher powers, as well
as at different basis sets and theories. Including coupling contributions results in
understanding more of the true behavior of these normal modes and should lead to
more agreement between the theoretical molar absorptivity ratios and Anderson’s
experimental ratios.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
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5.1 Importance of Work
For Anderson to correctly understand the results of his experimental work with
the para-hydrogen matrix doped with NO radicals and the reactions through which HNO
molecules and NOH molecules are formed, accurate molar absorptivities for each HNO
vibration are needed. Currently the only available HNO molar absorptivities were
calculated using a small basis set and assumed the double harmonic approximation.
Anderson’s use of those previously computed molar absorptivities along with the peak
intensities in his infrared spectra gives vastly large disagreements of the HNO
concentration depending on whether he uses the HN stretching mode or the bending
mode to calculate concentrations. This called our attention to explore how to improve
the molar absorptivities.

5.2 Double Harmonic Results
Chapters 2 and 3 tested the double harmonic approximation with aug-cc-pVTZ
and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets and the Hartree Fock, MP2, CCSD, and CCSD(T)
theories, and our results were compared to each other, as well as to previous results by
Lee which were obtained from ab initio calculations using the smaller TZ2P basis set
with the CCSD(T) theory (Lee 1993). The Hessian matrix was first calculated with
respect to Cartesian coordinates. The diagonalization of this matrix provided the
harmonic frequencies and eigenvectors to describe each normal mode. It was
discovered that the q1 mode was most attributing to the stretch of the NH bond, while
the q2 and q3 modes both had large effects on the NO bond stretch and the HNO bond
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angle bend. Due to the close proximity of the frequencies of the q2 and q3 modes,
coupling of these normal modes may be seen in spectroscopic data.
Isotopic substitution in computing the mass-weighted Hessian matrix gave us
insight to the frequency shift of each normal mode when the 2H,

15

N, or 180 isotopes are

substituted into the molecule. The largest shift in frequencies, as expected due to the
mass percentage increase of the isotope, was in substituting 2H for 1H. The

14

N to

15

N

isotopic substitution was especially important to test due to both of these nitrogen
isotopes being included in Anderson’s experiments.
To reduce computational cost, we investigated completing the Hessian matrix
through calculations with respect to internal coordinates. The Hessian matrix results
proved to have minimal differences between the internal coordinate technique and the
Cartesian coordinate technique. Future Hessian calculations for the HNO molecule are,
therefore, recommended to be completed through the internal coordinate technique.
Lastly, the behavior of the ab initio potential energies and dipole moments
indicated the breakdown of the double harmonic approximation with the HNO molecule.

5.3 Anharmonic Effects
Mechanical and electrical anharmonicities were considered by expansion of the
potential energy functions and dipole moment functions, respectively. The largest shift
in the molar absorptivity when including anharmonicities was for the q1 mode. Molar
absorptivity ratios with including anharmonic effects agreed much more to Anderson’s
experimental results than the ratios from Lee’s work. This proves the importance of
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including larger basis sets and anharmonic effects in future work with the HNO
molecule.

5.4 Conclusions
This work has shown that the TZ2P basis set that was used for previous molar
absorptivity calculations does not consider enough basis functions to compute an
accurate HNO molar absorptivity. In addition, even with the inclusion of larger basis
sets, the double harmonic approximation is shown to break down for HNO.
With the inclusion of both mechanical and electrical anharmonicity effects, it was
shown that there is an especially large anharmonicity in the q1 mode that describes the
NH stretch, while the other modes are less anharmonic. As a result, we found that the
amount of mode q1 harmonic functions required to describe the anharmonic
wavefunction and energy levels of q1 must be substantially higher than the amount of
harmonic wavefunctions for q2 and q3.
The theoretical isotopic substitutions of the atoms within HNO have shown the q2
and q3 shifts in frequencies to be very sensitive to the level of electron-electron
correlation within the theory. Consideration of higher electron correlated theories should
provide a convergence of the frequencies of each mode.
The contour plots have provided graphical evidence of coupling between the
three modes. This coupling work was completed with aug-cc-pVTZ, MP2 energies.
Similar work with aug-cc-pVQZ and CCSD(T) will provide a better understanding of the
coupling between the modes within HNO.
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5.5 Future Work
In addition to the earlier expressed importance of calculating Hessian matrices
through internal coordinates in future work with HNO, it is also extremely important to
consider coupling of normal modes in future work. The inclusion of coupling along with
anharmonic effects will improve the molar absorptivities of the normal modes and the
ratios of these molar absorptivities to be compared to experimental ratios.
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